LACDCS MONDAY NIGHT NET SOP QUIZ

1. The correct order of information to be reported by each station is:
   A. Amateur Call, Unit ID, Number of Hours, Number of Operators
   B. Unit ID, Amateur Call, Number of Operators, Number of Hours
   C. Number of Operators, Number of Hours, Unit ID, Amateur Call
   D. Number of Hours, Number of Operators, Unit ID, Amateur Call

2. True or False:
   The reporting station must state the Date of the report to Net Control

3. True or False:
   At the end of the station report, the station operator must ask, “How Copy?”

4. The exchange: NC “Station ##”
   S “This is Station ##”
   NC “Go ahead Station ##”, is called:
   A. A “Howdy”
   B. A “Handshake”
   C. A “Confirmation”
   D. A “Protocol”

5. If you are unable to report when your station is called by Net Control, you should:
   A. Jump in with your transmission as soon as you can
   B. Say, “Break” and ask to be taken out of order
   C. Wait until Net Control calls your station again or until Net Control calls for late or missed stations
   D. Skip the Net that evening

6. True or False:
   Each station report should be given in the order specified in the SOP and should be limited to the information required for the report.

7. True or False:
   The station should report the number of operators and hours since the last report.

8. True or False:
   It is not necessary for the station operator to say the words, “Amateur Call” before giving his/her amateur call to Net Control.
9. If your station is Net Control for the Monday Night Net and, for whatever reason, you are unable to get into the repeater you should:

   A. Give up and just wait for the next Monday Night Net
   B. Switch to some other repeater and hope that everyone finds you
   C. Hand off the net to another operator who is able to hit the repeater
   D. Call each station on the telephone to get their report

10. True or False:
The Monday Night Messages should be read exactly as printed.

11. The purpose of the “Handshake” in message transmission by radio is:

   A. To be cordial to the other radio operator
   B. To be sure that the other operator is receiving your transmission
   C. To be sure that both operators are receiving each other
   D. To identify yourself as a friend to the other operator

12. True or False:
The SOP for the LACDCS Monday Night Net should be reviewed by each station operator and should be followed for each Monday Night Net.
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